Foundations of a Creative Curriculum
Call for submissions guidance:
Workshop/presentations.
Workshop/presentations should be scheduled for 0.5 hour, 1 hour, or 1.5 hour
sessions.
Each should have a short presentation explaining the activity, the rationale and areas
of pedagogical research. The presentations can (but don’t have to) utilise PowerPoint
slides (or similar AV resources, video, etc) but should also be followed by
participatory activities or active workshops for those attending in order to get a feel
for the pedagogical experiments as described. It might be that these are viewed as
taster sessions, related activities to get people thinking, or fully active workshops –
any of these will be appreciated.
Presenters can also act as sole facilitators or involve others in support. It is hoped that
each Workshop/presentation session could contain time for some feedback and
discussion.
Your Workshop/presentation proposal should be up 400 words and explain:






The past pedagogy/initiative referred to
The rationale behind this
The teaching initiative this inspired (including detail/level/context, etc)
Reflection on this initiative
Potential format for the symposium (whether 0.5hr, 1hr or 1.5hrs), staff and
resources involved

Video presentations or performance
Video presentations or performance should reflect key pedagogies or innovative
approaches taken within our schools, colleges or universities and be a maximum of 5
minutes in length.
Your Video presentations or performance proposal should be up to 150 words and
explain:





The teaching initiative presented
The past pedagogy/initiative referred to
Reflection on this initiative
Potential format for the symposium

We are open to creative proposals and ideas on how innovative pedagogies and
teaching initiatives can be both presented and explored at the symposium.

Format:
Please save all proposals as Word Documents. Accompanying videos would be useful
for the Video presentations or performance proposals, please send these as links or
in smaller files if possible.
All submissions should be emailed to: joe.woodhouse@sunderland.ac.uk
The Deadline for Proposals is Friday 31st of March. All applicants should be
notified of success within 1 week of submitting.

